EXPERIENCE CAMELBACK LODGE
& AQUATOPIA INDOOR WATERPARK

CAMELBACK RESORT

THE MOUNTAIN MOVES YOU

COUNTLESS ADVENTURES

ONE RESORT
Discover why the 34 trails, 100% snowmaking and night skiing of Camelback has been the preferred resort in the Poconos Mountains for 50 years.

Voted the #1 indoor waterpark in the country by USA Today. 13 wildly inventive waterslides await your screams and laughs at Aquatopia.

Your daily dose of adrenaline. Zoom down the slopes on the Appalachian Express, Pennsylvania’s only alpine mountain coaster.

Strap on your harness & clip in for the ride of your life. Race your friends through the trees on the 1000' dual ziplines at Camelback Mountain Adventures.

Experience summertime fun and hydro-powered excitement at Camelbeach, Pennsylvania’s largest outdoor waterpark with 37 rides & slides.

Hit the biggest, baddest, and boldest Snowtubing Park in the USA. 42 lightning-fast lanes & 2 magical carpets to carry you back to the top.

With a world-class resort and slopeside spa, a sunlit, 84° year-round waterpark, skiing, snowboarding, the country’s largest snowtubing park, 4500’ ziplines from the summit of Camelback, TreeTops Adventure courses, and countless other adrenaline pumping activities, Camelback Resort is a mountain guaranteed to move you. Smack in the middle of the Pocono Mountains, Camelback offers a convenient escape, yet so close to home. For families, couples, friends and business trips alike, everyone will find their next adventure waiting for them at Camelback Resort.
Camelback Lodge is the only ski-in, ski-out and year-round adventure hotel in the Pocono Mountains with 453 spacious suites to choose from. Twenty-four styles of guest suites feature a wide variety of amenities & layouts - from fireplaces, full kitchens and balconies to bunk beds and lofts for the entire family.

Come experience a culinary adventure and enjoy the varied creations of our signature restaurants. Overlook the mountains and indulge in the massive breakfast & dinner buffet at Hemispheres. Take in the view of Aquatopia over small plates & sushi at Neptunes.

Sip a craft brew and dine slopeside at the rustic Trails End Pub & Grille, perfect for après Ski, après Waterpark, or heck...après Anything.
SURF & PLAY THE SAME DAY
WITHOUT EVER LEAVING THE RESORT

VOTED #1
INDOOR WATERPARK IN THE COUNTRY
BY USA TODAY

13 OF THE FASTEST, CRAZIEST, MOST INNOVATIVE WATERSLIDES EVER CREATED FOR AN INDOOR WATERPARK

Slide both indoor and out all year round as the Aquatopia waterslides literally wrap the building. Ride the Venus SlydeTrap if you dare – a first of its kind waterslide created exclusively for Aquatopia. Experience the East’s first indoor looping (yes, looping!) waterslide. Or test yourself on Storm Chaser – North America’s longest indoor, uphill (yes, uphill!) water coaster!

RELAX IN
84° PERFECTION ALL YEAR ‘ROUND

Get a tan. A real suntan. The sun beats down, even in winter, through the ‘Texlon® transparent roof. If our waterslides get your heart racing too fast, relax in the Lost River. Or join us at Flyboys, our exclusive swim up bar.

SURF, SKI & RIDE
ALL ON THE SAME DAY

Camelback takes you on an epic adventure. Enjoy one of the only places in the world where you can ski, snowboard and surf all in the same day without ever getting back in a car. Surf Bombora. Totally gnarly.

FREE admission to Aquatopia for EVERY lodge guest!
After all the adventure on the mountain, you might need to take a little time to recharge your soul – and your body. Serenity Spa & Oasis Kids Spa offer signature massages, facials, wraps, scrubs and even mani/pedi’s. Or, skip the adventure and go straight to the spa. We won't judge.

A seasonal ceremony and reception at Camelback Resort changes in color like that of our mountain landscape. From winter white and starlight, bursts of spring wildflowers and summer sun, to firelight embers and the warm glow of autumn foliage, celebrations at Camelback are truly magical every day of the year. Let our ‘We Do’ team deliver the wedding you’ve always dreamt of.

Take your next meeting out of the box. Literally. Camelback offers 20,000 square feet of flexible meeting space inside with unlimited mountain adventures outside. Lifetime memories included free. You really need to start meeting like this.
Indoor adventure is everywhere at Arcadia! Laser Tag. Mini-golf. Hundreds of arcade games. And much more. This is THE place to play. But be warned. The laughing in Arcadia is very, very contagious.

From the longest twin Zip-Flyers in North America and the 100 Treetops Adventure Course obstacles, to the only alpine Mountain Coaster in Pennsylvania, Camelback Mountain Adventures is a rush for all adrenaline seekers.

Splash on at Camelbeach Waterpark, Pennsylvania's largest outdoor waterpark. With 37 rides, slides and attractions from mild to wild, Camelbeach is summertime fun & adventure your family will be wanting to return to time and again. Nestled in the beautiful mountain landscape, Camelbeach is like none other in the country.
THE MOUNTAIN MOVES YOU
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camelbackresort.com